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摘  要 
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The subject investigated in this essay is dramatic works series of the theme "Cai 
Wenji Returns to Her Homeland",incluing eight ectant playwriting: Zaju of Ming 
Dynasty Wenji’s "Rusai" (Chen Yujiao)、Zaju of Qing Dynasty Diao Pipa (You 
Dong)、The Daughter of Zhonglang (Nan Shan Yishi)、Jia Sao (Tang Ying)、Cai 
Wenji Returns to Her Homeland (an unknown author)、Chuanqi of Qing Dynasty Hou 
Pipa (Cao Yin)、Peking Opera Cai Wenji Returns to Her Homeland (Jin Zhongsun 
wrote、Cheng Yanqiu starred)、Modern drama Cai Wenji (Guo Moruo),etc. 
The text is divided into three chapters. 
In the first chapter of the text the author firstly sorts out the historial evidence of  
"Cai Wenji Returns to Her Homeland",then studies the general situation of literary 
and artistic creation concerning the story of "Cai Wenji Returns to Her Homeland" in 
past dynasties , lastly discipts dramatic works series of the theme "Cai Wenji Returns 
to Her Homeland" simply . Poetries、ci、wen、fu、pantings、novels of the theme "Cai 
Wenji Returns to Her Homeland" in past dynasties provid rich accumulation of 
history、culture and art for dramatic works of the same theme .There are distinct 
features of "accumulating from generation to generation" in dramatic works of the 
theme "Cai Wenji Returns to Her Homeland". 
In the second chapter the author focuses on the interpretation of the playwriting 
of the theme "Cai Wenji Returns to Her Homeland". In this section, the author not 
only analyzes representative dramatic works of the theme "Cai Wenji Returns to Her 
Homeland", but also explores the main plots according to the sequence of the story of  
"Cai Wenji Returns to Her Homeland" , such as"longing for home"、"parting from 
sons"、"crossing the border"、"granting a marriage"、"writing history",etc，which have 
the characteristics of repeating and mutual shaping. Lastly the author analyzes the 
structural features in playwriting of "Cai Wenji Returns to Her Homeland",such as the 
relationship between theme and genre、the association with "Cai Wenji Returns to Her 
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 III
Jiaowei Lute contrast the exaggeration to the works. 
In the third chapter the author mainly discusses the historical and cultural 
significance of playwriting series of the theme "Cai Wenji Returns to Her 
Homeland".In the text ,the author analyzes many different probloms,such as ethnic 
and political issues (the political manoeuvre behind the story of Cai Wenji Returns to 
Her Homeland 、Hu and Han dispute,etc) 、Cai Wenji image in gender field of vision 
(daughter role and orphan girl image、mother role and affectionate mother image、wife 
role and princess image,etc) and writers’ historical context and creative minds in 
different times (the collective unconscious of writing history、the inheritance of 
vanilla and beauty tradition) ,refering to the literary criticism of New Historicism . 
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